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FOREWORD

From September through December 1975, Collins Radio Co studied
several configuration candidates of digital flight control systems for

the Compass Cope Remotely Piloted Vehicle. This study addressed the

problem by establishing a set of Compass Cope reliability requirements

and comparing these requirements to derived reliabilities along with

system costs for several different system redundancy configurations.

This report also discusses monitoring techniques. fault analysis, hard-

ware and software reliability and implementation tradeoffs.

The study was conducted with the authority of the Remotely Piloted

Vehicles Autoland System Study, project/task number 19575001.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The peculiar operational requirements of the Compass Cope RPV impose strin-
gent reliability requirements on the vehicle flight control system. These
operational requirements include a mission duration of over 24 hours, the
capability of fully automatic flight from takeoff through recovery phases,
and the capability of operating within civil airspace and into civil air-
fields.

The Compass Cope development program requires a cost effective FCS configura-
tion definition capable of satisfying the appropriate reliability require-
ments. The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory responded to this need by
administering the study effort reported by this document.

This study addresses the problem by establishing a set of Compass Cope
reliability requirements and comparing these requirements to derived relia-
bilities along with system costs for several different system redundancy
configurations. The study is comprised of the following tasks:

1. Definition of FCS reliability requirements
2. Definition of study ground rules and assumptions
3. Definition of the study fault analysis approach
4. Flight computer implementation tradeoff study
5. Study of digital processor reliability, monitoring techniques,

and software reliability
6. Definition and derivation of configuration redundancy candidates
7. Discussion of fault analysis results and'system tradeoffs
8. Recommendations for further study

Each of the above tasks constitutes a section of this report.

1 IV
_______________ __________Man-



2.0 SUMMARY

A suggested set of reliability requirements for the Compass Cope Flight
Control System and data link are established. The requirements are defined
in terms of probability of vehicle loss during takeoff, recovery, and over
the entire flight. A probability of mission abort Is also included. The
"target" requirements, based on fighter-aircraft statistics and derived
for a range of system maturity levels, are summarized below.

SUGGESTED FCS PROBABILITY

PROGRAM . VEHICLE LOSS
MATURITY '"ENTIRE MISSION
LEVEL FLIGHT RECOVERY TAKEOFF ABORT

NEW (Flll) 0.0033 41 x 10-6 25 x 10"6 O.07e
MATURE (F4) 0.0017 21 x I0-6 13 x 106 0.032

TABLE OF SUGGESTED
RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

A tradeoff study was performed to establish the optimum mix of analog and
digital hardware. Experience strongly suggests that the flight computers
be digital processors to minimize space, weight, a nd cost and to achieve a
thorough self-test capability.

The reliability of digital processors and software is explored. Tradeoffs
of in-line monitoring levels vs. cost are established. Both undetected
processor hardware failures and softw;are algorithm problems are potentially
hazardous in a flight control system. Software problems, though very diffi-
cult to quantify, can occur and generally defy detection by in-line monitor-
ing. High levels of hardware monitoring, however, may be achieved at modest
extra cost. For those applications that require a well-monitored processor,
it is recommended that an independent microprocessor, packaged within the flight
computer , perform the in-line monitor function. The same microprocessor
can then perform an independent red-line monitor and backup autopilot-
computer function.

Five system configurations, each with a fail-operational set of sensors and
servos, but with different flight computer redundancy and monitoring, were
evaluated:

SYSTEM COMPUTER REDUNDANCY

A Single conventionally-monitored digital flight
computer with separate backup analog autopilot
comout r, __

B Same as A with independent red-line monitor.
C Dual conventionally-monitored digital flight com-

puters with separate backup analog computer and inde-
pendent red-line monitor,

D Dual highly-monitored digital flight computers, each
with red-line monitor and backup autopilot functions

_ programmed on an internal microprocessor.

E Triple conventionally-monitored digital flight com-
puters without red-line monitor or backup autopilot.

2



Vehicle-loss probabilities were obtained for these system configurations
from a fault tree probability analysis. Total system costs and weights
were compiled. Component data was obtained for a representative RPV shipset
of equipment. To demonstrate the vulnerability of the different configurations
to software problems, results were obtained for both ideal (error-free) and
unreliable (containing algorithm and other errors)software. System cost/
reliability tradeoffs for the ideal software case are summarized in Table S-1
below.

The following conclusions can be extrapolated from the system cost/reliability
analysis:

1. Fail-operative sets of critical sensors (triple unmonitored or dual
monitored) are required. Crossfeeding of sensor data into the flight
computers is required except in the case of dual monitored sensors
feeding dual computers.

2. Fail-operative servo configurations are required for all of the flight-
critical control surfaces and throttle. Crossfeeding of servo commands
from the flight computers into the servos is required for all configura-
tions, though for different reasons.

3. In cruise the loss probabilities of all configurations, except A. are
within 5% of 0.002. The loss probability for A is 0.0035.

4. Data link and cruise sensor contributions swamp out flight-computer
redundancy and monitoring techniques and cause nearly-identical loss
probabilities ii cruise.

5. The cruise loss probabilities for all systems exceed the suggested
study requireent of 0.0017. However, if high-reliability (2X MTBF
improvement) vertical gyros and data links are substituted, the resultilig
probabilities can be reduced significantly below 0.0017.

6. All configurations comfortably meet the suggested takeoff and recovery
requi rements.

7. Unlike in cruise, computer redundancy markedly improves system relia-
bility in takeoff and recovery phases.

8. Ranking in takeoff/recovery in order of decreasing reliability -
E, D, C, B, A.

9. In cruise, all but A and E can accommodate unreliable software with
less than 10% change in reliability.

10. If unreliable software is assumed, the ranking in takeoff/recovery
in order of decreasing reliability becomes - D, C, B, E, A.

11. Red-line (performance) monitoring is extremely beneficial and can
detect, in most cases, otherwise undetected hardware failures and
software problems.

12. No configuration meets the suggested mission-abort requirement of
0.034, though high -reliability sensors yield considerable improve-
ment. A redefinition of the abort groundrules may be in order, given
the unusually long mission duration of the Compass Cope.

13. Ranking in order of decreasing system cost - E, C, D, B, A.

3
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If a recommendation were to be made, it would be between configuration D
and B, depending on the emphasis placed on recovery reliability. Both con-
figurations have nearly identical cruise loss probabilities. Though costing
25% more than B, D exhibits an order-of-magnitude better recovery reliability.
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3.0 RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Definition of Probabilities

It is reasonable to specify the Compass Cope flight control system (FCS)
reliability requirements in terms of the following vehicle loss and mission
abort probabilities:

e Probability of Vehicle Loss During Takeoff/Recovery - The probability
of losing the vehicle due to a FCS malfunction during the takeoff
and recovery phases.

* Probability of Vehicle Loss - The probability of losing the vehicle
due to a FCS malfunction anywhere along the entire flight profile,
including takeoff, recovery, and cruise phases.

* Probability of Mission Abort - The probability of aborting a mission,
though not necessarily losing the vehicle, due to a FCS malfunction.
An abort is assumed to occur when nominal system redundancy is degraded
by a first failure within the FCS.

The probability of vehicle loss specifies the probability of losing
the RPV throughout a typical 24-hour mission. It relates directly
to yearly RPV attrition costs. As would be expected, the cruise loss
contribution predominates.

The probability of vehicle loss during recovery and takeoff phases gives
high resolution to these critical maneuvers. Though this paramenter only
concerns irrepairable damage to the RPV, and not damage to property or
personnel on the ground, a method for assessing these other hazards is
discussed below.

The classical way to improve system performance reliability is to add
redundancy, usually at the expense of system reliability. The mission-
abort probability provides a measure of overall system reliability.

3.2 Compass Cope/Manned-Fighter Analogy

If the Compass Cope can be shown to be as safe as manned military air-
craft when flying within civil airspace and into civil airfields, Cope
will, most likely, obtain operational approval of the aviation community,
since these aircraft have already been accepted. Values for the suggested
Cope loss probabilities can be derived from military aircraft loss sta-
tistics. Various redundancy configurations for the Cope FCS can then be
evaluated against these suggested values.

It is difficult to fina a military aircraft similar to Cope in either
performance, physical characteristics or mission requirements. However,
an argument can be made for using fighter aircraft over other military
types as a reference. The analogy is depicted in Fig. 3.1.

Considering the RO the remote pilot of the RPV, both Cope and often fighter
aircraft have one pilot. Additionally, the benign environment of the
RPV can be traaed for the benefits of an on-board pilot in the fighter.

6
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Arguments can be made against using other military aircraft types
and drones, for that matter, as a reference.

e Statistics available for utility aircraft suffer from an insufficient
data base.

* Statistics available for drones and RPV's suffer from an unperfected
takeoff/recovery science and RO error.

3.3 Vehicle Loss Requirement

A sugge ted target value for probability of vehicli loss can be derived
from loss statistics available in USAF TAC reports for the five-year
period 1966 to 1970. In accordance with the analogy of Fig. 3.1,

Fighter loss rate attributable to analogous Cope FCS failures

= Loss rate attributable to pilot

+ Loss rate attributable to sensors

+ Loss rate attributable to fighter FCS

The loss rate for TAC fighters for all causes 2 between 1966 and 1970 is

l1 = 120 x 10- 6 hr - l

8300

The data shows that 40% of these losses are attributable to pilot error.
Thus

Loss rate attributable to pilot = .4 x 120 x 106 = 48 x 106

1. Ref. 8, pp. 63, 64
2. Excludes contributions from electrical and hydraulic power failures.

8



If it is assumed that sensors, maintenanceand miscellaneous causes

account for another 15%, then, similarly,

Loss rate attributable to sensors, etc. = 18 x 10
-6

in the same time period,

F-1ll loss rate attributable to FCS = 70.6 x 10-6

F-4 loss rate attributable to FCS = 5.8 x 10-6

Combining,

Fighter loss rate attributable to analogous Cope FCS failures

f136.6 x 10-6 F-Ill

t71.8 x 10-6 F-4

The probability of vehicle loss on a 24-hour mission then becomes:

0.00328 for F-1ll

and

0.00172 for F-4

The 2-to-l disparity between the two aircraft is significant and relates
to the different maturity levels. The F-4 was considered significantly
more mature than the F-1ll in the 1966-70 time period. Thus it is
reasonable to impose initially a higher loss probability on the Compass
Cope FCS tha4 what might be the ultimate target probability for a muture
program.

3.4 Takeoff and Recovery Loss Requirements

Similarly, suggested target probabilities may be derived for both recovery
and takeoff phases from the expression:



Probability of Vehicle Loss During Recovery/Takeoff

(Aircraft Loss Rate, All Causes) (Average Flight Duration)

(Fraction of Accidents Occurring During Recovery/Takeoff)

(Fraction of Accidents Attributable to Pilot + PFCS + Sens6rs)

Table 3.1 gives the raw data and vehicle loss probability for general
aviation, U.S. air carriers, and AF cargo and fighter aircraft for the
year 1973. Average flight durations were estimated. The fraction of
accidents (0.6) attributable to pilot, PFCSor sensors was adopted From
section 3.3 above and is comprised of:

Pilot 40%

PFCS 5%

Sensors,

etc. 15%

Total 60%

It may be observed that fighters have the highest recovery and takeoff
loss rates and cargo and carriers the lowest. It should be stated that
the U.S. carrier data is based on a small sample space of only a total
of 7 losses from all causes for 1973. As might be expected, military
cargo and U.S. carrier aircraft have similar recovery loss rates. Takeoff
loss rates, however, are dissimilar. General aviation loss rates are in
between. Because benefit cannot be derived from an on-board pilot, it
is probably most realistic to select the highest loss-rate probabilities
for the Compass Cope targets. These correspond to the fighter values
of 21 x 10-6 and 13 x 10-6 for recovery and takeoff phases, respectively.

3.5 Mission Abort Requirement

Once Compass Cope technology reaches maturity, mission-abort rates will
be primarily a function of overall system reliability. As discussed
below in Section 4.0, it is assumed that a mission will be aborted and
the RPV turned back toward home whenever a failure causes a degradation
of the nominal FCS redundancy.

In keeping with the manned-fighter analogy, it is reasonable to use F-ill
statistics for the mission abort requirement because of its relatively
level of sophistication. For the F-ill

In-Flight Abort Rate1 = 134 x lO 5 hW 1

1. Ref. 8, p. 87
3.0
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Then for a 24-hour mission,

Probability of Mission Abort 0.032

not considering aborts which occur on the ground prior to takeoff during
preflight.

3.6 Civil Airspace Hazards

Loss-rate probabilities fail to quantify potential hazards resulting from
routine RPV operations within civil airspace. These hazards result from
an RPV collision with either the ground or manned aircraft in flight.

3.6.1 Ground Hazards

Whenever a FCS failure causes an RPV to lose control and crash into a
populated area, loss of life and destruction of property, of course,
are possible. A probability of hazard could be calculated by multiplying
the appropriate vehicle loss rate probability by a factor representing
the relative population density beneath the vehicle. For example, it
is estimated that 3% of the area of the U.S. is occupied by people and
property. Thus a factor of .03 would be appropriate for high-altitude
(cruise) operations. On the other hand, a value of 0.5 might be
appropriate for takeoff and recovery operations within a 5-mile radius
of the typical airport because of the high population levels now
encountered surrounding civil airfields.

Unfortunately, accepted hazard probabibity values have not been found
against which to measure RPV performance.

To minimize the ground hazard, it is desirable to remove an RPV from
populated areas in the event of total data-link loss. An RPV with

which all communication has been lost cannot safely be brought honde under
automatic guidance. Insteed, an alternate recovery procedure must be
initiated over an unpopulated area and away from air corridors. Such an
alternate-recovery program, talored to the particular operating area,
must be stored on board the vehicle. In the case of the YQM-98A evaluation
in the Miami area, the alternate recovery program required flying an
easterly heading out to sea for 60 minutes. If communication had not
been restored at that time, the vehicle would be destroeed.

3.6.2 Midairs

It is, perhaps, even more difficult to quantify the midair collision
hazard of a RPV operating among manned civil and military aircraft. At
a minimum, equal means must be provided the RPV and its RO as are
provided a manned aircraft and its pilot for avoiding midairs.

1. Ref. 14
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The problem with an RPV, of course, is its inability to see other aircraft.
When operating IFR under IFR conditions, ATC can provide an RPV as good
separation as provided manned IFR aircraft. When operating IFR in VFR
conditions, however, the see-and-be-seen requirement applies. In the
YQM-98A evaluation a U-2 chase plane provided the "eyes" for the RPV.
This, clearly, would not be an acceptable procedure1 when Compass Cope
is operational. Tnus a remoted visual capability with high resolution
should be required.

3.7 Summary of Reliability Requirements

The suggested reliability requirements derived above are summarized in
table 3.2. The table gives both mature and immature values for all
requirements. The immature values were scaled from the mature using
the F-Ill to F-4 loss-rate ratio given above in Section 3.3.

SUGGESTED FCS PROBABILITY
PROGRAM VEHICLE LOSS
MATURITY ENTIRE MISSION
LEVEL FLIGHT RECOVERY TAKEOFF ABORT

NEW (Flll) 0.0033 41 x 10-6 25 x !0 - 6 0.078

MATURE (F4) 0.0017 21 x 10-6 13 x 10-6 0.032

TABLE OF SUGGESTED

RELIABIL!.frY REQUIREMENTS

TABLE 3.2

1. The military operations manual MIL-7610-4C now requires a chase plane

for any drone operating in FAA airspace.

13
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4.0 STUDY GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS

4.1 Flight Profile Model

The flight-profile model assumed for this study is shown in figure 4.1.
It consists of an outbound and a return segment, each of which is about
one hour long, and the cruise segment of 22 hours. There are also takeoff
and recovery segments.

Using data from figure 5-18, reference 15, the time for the takeoff roll

and the time to climb to h c (50 feet) gives a takeoff exposure time of

about 25 seconds (0.0069 hours).

The recovery is dltined to start at an altitude happr, 1500 feet above

the runway at the glideslope intercept. If a nominal approach speed of
100 knots and a 4-degree glideslope are assumed, the time from 1500 feet
to 50 feet is calculated to be about 123 seconds (0.0341 hours). From 50
feet to touchdown the time is 4 seconds (0.0012 hours), neglecting flare
time. Using the deceleration rate of 5 knots/second from reference 15,
the time required to stop from a touchdown speed 100 knots is 20 seconds
(0.0056 hr). These exposure times were used in the failure analysis of
the various candidate configurations in Appendix B.

A 24-hour total mission time was assumed.

4.2 Operational Assumptions

The following operational assumptions wert, used during this study:

1. A pre-programmed alternate recovery procedure will be
initiated in cruise following total loss of data link.

2. An alternate recovery procedure will be initiated whenever
the vehicle becomes unobservable due to a combination of
data link and flight-critical sensor failures.

3. First failures on return leg do not count towards abort.
Total failures on return leg do count towards vehicle loss.

4.3 Performance Assumptions

1. At a minimum, a basic attitude-hold, yaw SAS, and remote
throttle control, which accepts up-link commands, is re-
quired for successful takeoff and recovery. This capability
may be designated remote stick steering mode.

2. The vehicle can be remotely landed by the RO in remote stick
steering mode undar worst-case conditions with a 75% probi-
bility of success.
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3. The remote operator cannot successfully assume control and
revert to remote stick steering below a critical altitude, hc.

The value of hc has been arbitrarily set at 50 feet
1 above the

runway for both takeoff and recovery.

4. A fixed-pitc, attitude is an acceptable backup control for
go-around. Go-around is possible down to touchdown.

5. Aileron, elevator, rudder, and throttle control are flight
critical during all segments of the flight profile.

6. Direct lift control is not a flight critical control.

4.4 Study Ground Rules

1. To simplify the analysis and the exposure time calculations,
it was assumed that there is:

a) A 100% ground verification test prior to takeoff
b) A 100% self-test prior to the autoland phase of

the recovery.

2. The MLS receiver and the radio altimeter are not powered
above 0,000 feet. This improves the reliability and reduces
the exposure time of these units.

3. Flights are not aborted after the first failure but allowed
to continue for the full 24-hour mission duration. In
actual practice, an RPV would immediately return to base
after a first failure (flight control system, data link, or
any first failure which precludes fail-operational status)
to reduce its exposure time to a second failure. This
groundrule simplifies the fault analysis, but yields
pessimistic loss probabilities.

4. It is assumed that all undetected failures of either the hard-
ware or the software are catastrophic. This is a very pessi-
mistic assumption.

5. The sensors are not crossfed to the data links.

6. The dual sensors and control servos are 100% in-line monitored
and have no unmonitored failures.

7. There are no losses in cruise due to the fault-free performance
of the system. The remote operator can assume control if
necessary.

8. Nuisance disconnects are included in the fault-free performance
probability budget.

1. Since the completion of the redundancy study, critical altitude has been deter-
mined to be 200 feet for recovery and 50 feet for takeoff.

16



9. The level of fault-free performance achieved by the L-10ll auto-
ratic flight control system is assumed in the fault analysis
for the control laws under consideration.

10. It is assumed that all failures are independent and non-
conditional.

1.7



5.0 FAULT ANALYSIS APPROACH

The systems analyzed in this study are constructed from basic individual
equipments. Each equipment is assumed to consist of a large number of
components. Each componenc has a small probability of failing during an
exposure time, T. The unit is considered to have failed when at least
one component fails. The failures of all components are assumed to be
Poisson distributed in time.

If A is the event that a unit fails during a flight or mission, then P [A]
is the probability of this event (a failure) occurring during a flight.
Since the failures arc-o-csumed to occur randomly in time, their occurrence
may be described by a Poisson distribution with a failure rate A F" Then

-AFT

P[A]= I-e

where T is the exposure time over which the failure may occur.

The series expansion of eX is

C x = IX X+

However, if x << 1, the series can be approximated by

= I +X

Since hpFT is small for most cases, we can write the probability of
failure equation as

P [-(I- F] T)

PEFjW A FT

The following relationships from chapter 2 of reference 16 are also used
in the failure analysis. Let A and P be two independent events in a
sample space S. Then

P EAorB] = PA + P[B]

P [A andB = P [A]-P[BLj

18



5.1 Fault Analysis Model

The top-level FCS fault analysis model used for this study is shown in
figure 5.1. It shows the basic elements and the way they are inter-
connected. The data link is included as part of the system because
vehicle losses can result from combinational failures of the flight-
critical sensors and the data link. The need for an alternate recovery
procedure (such as may occur due to a data link failure) is, for analysis
purposes, included in the vehicle loss probabilities. The effects of the
loss of the secondary flight controls are not considered in the fault
analysis.

5.2 Vehicle Loss Fault Tree

A top-down fault tree concept was used for the fault analysis. The event
of a vehicle loss is put at the top of the tree. The conditions and cir-
cumstances that contribute to the event are combined to feed into the
resulting event. This type of diagram continues down until all reasonable
fault conditions have been included. Only the top level fault trees are
included in this section. The detailed, lower-level trees are included in
Appendix B. The level of the fault trees in this section is general enough
to discuss all the configurations analyzed in this study.

In the context of this report, the term vehicle loss due to an FCS failure
will be a vehicle loss as a result of a failure of any of the elements shown
in figure 5.1, except for the secondary flight control elements. Figure 5.2
shows how the probability of vehicle loss is divided into three component
parts, takeoff, recovery and cruise. The probability for this can be
written as:

P [Vehicle Loss] =P [Takeoff Loss] + P [Recovery Loss

+ P [Cruise Loss7

The three companent probabilities can further be divided down as shown in
figures 5.3 through 5.5.

As an example of the analysis method, the recovery vehicle loss fault tree
shcwn in figure 5.5 will be discussed here in detail.

The top-level probability expression from the fault tree can be written as

P [Recovery LossJ = P[FCILC Fails] + P ata link Loss]

+ P [Loss above hc] + P [Loss below hc]

The P [Loss above hc] condition are thosqthat can occu aboveh , butwer not irclud d in P [FCILC fails or P LData Link fails .Th5
P [oss above h is broken down into the conditions that guidance fails
(requiring the emote operator to assume control) and, subsequently, the
remote operator fails to make a safe landing.

19



FIG. 5.1

FAULT ANALYSIS MODEL
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VEHICLE LOSS FAULT TREE
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FIG. 5.2
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CRUISE

: .FAILS LOSS

VEHICLE LOSS IN CRUISE
~FIG. 5.3
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L E~oss above h c] P [Guidance Fails] P [R.O. ErrorJ

Below hc it was assumed that the remote operator could not safely assume
control of the vehicle. However, for detected failures a go-around could
be initiated at any time all the way to touchdown. Below hc the fault-free
performance of the autoland computations can contribute to a vehicle loss
and is added into the total. The go-around computations also have a fault-
free performance probability which is included, but not shown, (refer to
Appendix B) in the abil'ity to perform a successful go-around. The vehicle
loss below hc can be written as:

P [Loss Below hc = P [Fault Free Performance]

+ P [Guidance Fails • P [G/A Unsuccessful]

The next level down in the fault trees is configuration-dependent and can be
found in Appendix B.

5.3 Mission Abort Fault Tree

The mission abort fault tree is generated in a manner similar to the vehicle
loss fault trees. As stated in section 4, the failure of any unit in the
system is a reason for a mission abort. Figure 5.6 shows the fault tree
for the mission-abort probability.
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6.0 ANALOG VS. DIGITAL HARDWARE

6.1 Flight Computer

Of the three basic classes of equipment comprising the Compass Cope flight
control system, namely, sensors, flight computers, and servos, the flight
computers are the most likely candidates for digital technology. State-of-
the-art sensors and servos, with the exception of air-data computers, are
typically analog devices.

Considering both types of technology, a strong case can be made for digital
flight computers on the basis of size/weight/cost reductions and inherent
advantages of digital technology.

6.1.1 System Size/Weight/Cost Reductions

The application of digital technology to the complex RPV problem will result
in fewer LRU's, reduced weight, lower system costs. This is illustrated
in Table 6-1 which shows a comparison of analog versus digital implementation
for an air transport automatic landing flight control system. Additionally,
a 33% improvement in system MTBF has been estimated for a transport digital
FCS over an analog FCS.

The Collins systems compared in Table 6.1 do not include as large a total
mission computation requirement as for the Compass Cope flight computer
which includes functions such as navigation, total system status monitoring,
and data link interface processing. Adding these functions would represent
an estimated 30% increase in the total problem complexity and would re-
enforc, the advantages of digital implementation.

With the rapid movement in the avionics industry towards digital implementa-
tion, all application areas are reaping the benefits of large volume pro-
duction of digital components. Digital component costs are expected to
continue to decline at a rate faster than analog. This is illustrated in
Figure 6-1 which compares equivalent function costs for an air transport
autoland flight control system.

6.1.2 Inherent Advantages of Digital Technolog

The inherent advantages digital technology offers over those of analog
include:

Greater Computational Capability

Application of digital computer technology provides greater computa-
tional capability than can practically be obtained in an analog system.
Combined with digital intersystem communication, each input sensor can
be processed and voted, reducing the effects of sensor tolerances, and
allowing maximum fault survivability with failed sensors. An analog
input voting configuration would consume five 3/4 ATR cards and sixty
pins per computer. The equivalent function in a digital implementation
would represent approximately six pins, one card, and a software-
implemented voter algorithm. Without digital implementation, sensor
input voting would not be practical.

1. The FCS-II0 analog system was certified in the Lockheed L-l0ll transport. The
FCS-111X digital system is currently being evaluated as part of a Boeing 7X7
study program. 26
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FCS-11O FCS-1I1X
ANALOG SYSTEM DIGITAL SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT

SYSTEM VOLUME 7 X 3/4 ATR 3 X 1 ATR 57%

SYSTEM WEIGHT 140 lbs 120 lbs 14%

LIFE-CYCLE COST N 0.84 N 16%
(10-year)

LRU TYPES 4 1 75%

CARD TYPES 75 23 70%
3/4 ATR 1/2 ATR

SYSTEM INTER-

CONNECTIONS 1756 804 54%
(LRU pins)

ANALOG VERSUS DIGITAL COMPARISON

FOR

REDUNDANT AIR TRANSPORT FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

(WITH AUTOLAND)

TABLE 6.1
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In addition, the computational capability of the digital computer
allows use of sensor reasonableness tests which can provide a pseudo
inline monitoring capability to improve fault survivability for sen-
sor faults. This can be employed to provide increased survivability
without adding additional sensors and computations which decrease the
total system reliability.

Improved Self-Test Capability

A key advantage of digital implementation is the increased capability
for system self-test and continuous monitoring relative to that avail-
able with analog implementation. Air transport applications of Built-
in-Test (BIT) to a redundant automatic landing system have shown that
coverage ranges from 75-90% with a ratio of BIT to total system hard-
ware of 25-30%. A typical digital computer system self-test program
would encompass 500-2000 words of memory and in a redundant system
might represent a total of 2-3% of the total hardware. A high system
BIT capability is essential for Compass Cope to accommodate the
expected long mission durations. Dormant failures in the flight con-
trol system cannot be tolerated prior to takeoff or recovery phases.

System Flexibility

Digital systems offer the potential for a high degree of system flexi-
bility with minimal hardware impact. This can reduce system design
and development costs and provide a basis for easily accommodating
system changes necessitated by mission profile and payload variations.
Over the life of the vehicle, major subsystem components can be
altered without complete redesign of the flight control system.

With the core digital processor, additional functions, such as total
system status assessment and navigation guidance, can easily be accom-
modated via the addition of the necessary I/0 and software modules.

Mission Adaptability

Digital systems offer the ability to accommodate changes in stored
mission profiles without any hardware impact by simply modifying
memory. This is a very important consideration for Compass Cope where
mission profiles may vary from flight to flight.
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7.0 DIGITAL PROCESSOR RELIABILITY AND MONITORING

7.1 General

The following sections consider the methods of digital processor self-
monitoring, their effectiveness, and their costs. Both conventional and
high levels of monitoring are evaluated to assess the cost of in-line
monitoring. Failure probabilities are treated in the familiar way.

In studying processor monitoring, the following question arises: can
processor hardware and software be separated for purposes of analysis?
Certainly hardware and software failures can be measured separately, but
the elusiveness of the unanticipated software bug makes it difficult to
separate hardware and software monitoring. Conceptually, software and
hardware can be assumed to be two statistically independent parallel
sources of unit failures and can be combined in the usual manner to deter-
mine composite effect. But a perfect program, if such. exists, contains
no bugs and would display no failures. Therefore, there is theoretically
no upper limit on software reliability. For this reason, the emphasis in
this study is on processor hardware reliability, although in Section 7.4
a software reliability estimate is made to evaluate the effect of software
bugs on FCS reliability. A digital processor reliability model which
considers both hardware and software failure sources is shown in Fig. 7.1.

The following assumptions have been made:

Self-monitoring means monitoring of the basic processor: CPU,
memory and a good part of the I/0.

This section is concerned with the effectiveness of digital flight
computer self-monitoring and does not consider the system reliability
implications.

Test effectivene~ss percentages given in Section 7.3 are intuitive
estimates only. Accurate values would have to be obtained by a
thorough analysis on a fully-designed system (similar to Failure
Mode Effect Analyses (FMEA) studies) to determine which failure
modes are detected by each self-test feature.

It is assumed that the basic processor involved is the Collins CAPS-4
processor; estimates presented in sections 7.3 and 7.4 are based on
CAPS-4 technology.

A comment should be made here about the feasibility of 100% monitoring
(claims of 100% monitoring have been made by others). Assurance of per-
fect monitoring is limited by the ability to anticipate all possible
failure modes. Perhaps the logical way to estimate percent monitoring,
therefore, is as a percent of total identified failure modes. (Under this
definition, the possibility of 100% monitoriug is not so remote.) A
failure-mode list should be made the basis for monitoring system design.
Undetected hardware failure modes will suggest new self-test features
which, if incorporated, will in turn improve the monitoring level, thus
converging on U10 0 %" monitoring.
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FIG. 7.1

DIGITAL PROCESSOR RELIABILITY MODEL
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SOFTWARE FLAG
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7.2 Self-Monitoring Methods

According to S. Osder1 of Sperry Flight Systems, "Comparison monitoring
and the resultant dual-dual or triplex fail-operative architectures are
a legacy of analog technology which can be rejected as the basis of a
digital AFCS design. ... a digital computer does not require a second
digital computer to verify that it is computing properly." A close look
at self-monitoring techniques, however, spoils the illusion that self-
monitoring is "free," because these techniques require redundancy in the
form of additional or customized hardware, or in the form of memory space
occupied by self-check software, or some combination. The additional re-
dundancy required for self-monitoring, however, costs much less than
duplicating the entire processor.

The following is a list of techniques that have been previously used for
avionics processor self-monitoring (at Collins Radio, Sperry, Honeywell,
Delco and others) together with brief descriptions of each. The tech-
niques are classified according to the primary portion(s) of the processor
or system that they are designed to monitor.

7.2.1 CPU Tests

1. CPU instruction set test: A self test program exercises the instruction
set of the machine (usually the entire op-code set) and checks for
valid results. Sometimes (e.g., MAGIC III) operands are generated by
a pseudo-random number generator in order to produce a thorough test.

2. In-flight diagnostic (Collins 8564): A timed interrupt triggers a
fixed sequence of test routines. The hardware keeps a tally of the
number of control states executed. The diagnostic must complete in a
specified time period and the exact number of total contyol states
must be correct.

3. Redundant arithmetic hardware (MAGIC): Hardware is included in data
path/arithmetic logic for fault detection and isolation. An example
is the use of residue arithmetic for an adder check.

4. Transfer Bus Error Interrupt (CAPS-4): An interrupt is generated when-
ever the transfer bus 'is hung-up due to lack of response from memory,
I/O, etc. This could also be a result of an improper address being
presented on the bus by the CPU.

5. Miscellaneous CPU hardware checks (CAPS-4): Overflow detection, stack
limit monitoring, and checks of the goto and nonlocal instructions are
designed into the CAPS hardware.

7.2.2 MEMORY Tests

6. SUM checks on memory: A routine totals the actual contents (word-by-
word) of a b ock o memory and compares the resulting sum to the pre-
determined correct value.

7. Redundant Computations: Computations are duplicated either in separate
memory modules (e.g., two 8K core memory modules rather than one 16K
module) or in different parts of memory. Results are compared for
validity.

1. Ref. 3 32



8. Parity check: Memory instruction and data words are parity checked

to provide detection of failures in memory and associated electronics.

7.2.3 I/0 Checks

9. Constant voltage checks: Fixed power supply voltages are converted
and compared to reference constants.

10. A/D- D/A loop closing: Analog outputs are fed back to inputs and,
aft-er conversion, are checked by the CPU against the original digital
values.

11. Transmit and check test words: Fixed test words are periodically trans-
mitted to test digital communication paths.

12. I/0 Cross-compares: Converted inputs are digitally transmitted to
other processor(s) and comparison-tested for validity.

13. Servo model: Servo actuator responses are monitored, modelled, and
compared to check correct operation.

7.2.4 Software and System checks

(The following five items represent five variations of an approach which
takes the electronic pulse of a processor. This single concept is quite
effective in detecting a wide variety ot processor hardware and software
failures, especially those causing the machine to "lock up" or to fail to
proceed through its instruction stream in the proper fashion.)

14. MFM "Machine Failure Monitor" (Collins C8561): An external machine

failure mot-or must be reset periodically to avoid an MFM alarm by
executing a Reset MFM instruction.

15. Watch Dog Timer (Honeywell): A monostable flip-flop which, if not up-
dated periodically, times out and disengages servos through hardware
logic.

16. "Computer Operation (COP) Circuit" (Delco): The program must issue
two alternating reset signals at a regular rate. An alarm occurs if
the signals are late or fail to alternate.

17. Dynamic Computation Monitor (Honeywell): The processor generates a
triangular waveshape by periodically alternating polarity of input to
an analog integrator. If the processor fails to do so, a limit
detector generates disengagement.

18. Hardware Pattern Monitor (Sperry): The processor must generate a
correct dynamic output pattern of bits to an external hardware monitor.

19. DONE Check (CAPS): A "done" flag is reset at the beginning of a compu-
tation interval (as controlled by a timed interrupt) and is set at the
end of the computation. When the next timer interrupt occurs, the
done flag is tested to verify that it is set indicating that the compu-
tation completed properly before being interrupted for a new cycle.
This feature is quite similar to the MFM monitor, but requires no
external hardware.
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20. Software Task - Done Monitor (Sperry): Similar to the DONE check,
but with more resolution. A separate flag is set for each task in a
sequence of tasks comprising the main computation. This could be
combined with the CPU test (1) and hardware pattern monitor (18) to
provide a detailed in-flight verification of the processor's CPU logic
and timing, together with a certain amount of software monitoring.

21. Power Failure Interrupt: Interrupts the CPU in the event of a power
i nterrupti on.

22. Reasonableness checks and validity checks on sensor data: Provides a
performance monitoring mechanism for sensors and also verifies a
portion of the I/O operation.

7.3 Processor Hardware Reliability

This section attempts to assess the level of monitoring obtainable with
the recommended self-monitoring techniques and to estimate the resulting
cost impact (both recurring and non-recurring). A CAPS-4 processor was
used for analysis purposes.

In order to limit the problem, two levels of monitoring were considered:

1. A conventional-level capability consisting of those features available
at little or no additional cost in a CAPS-4 processor. This was de-
fined to include a minimal CPU test (method 1 of section 7.2.1) to-
gether with the self-checks numbered 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 19.

2. A high-level capability consisting of the conventional plus a soft-
ware Task Monitor (method 20) incorporating a thorough CPU test and
replacing the DONE check, plus a Hardware Pattern Monitor designed in
such a way that the pattern of bits is dependent on the results of the
CPU self-checks, plus self-check features numbered 7, 11 and 13 above.

Table 7.1 presents estimates of monitoring effectiveness of the various
techniques, itemized into CAPS-4 sub-system elements. Table 7.2 shows
estimates of incremental recurring cost (in dollars) and non-recurring cost
(in man-months) of each feature. Software recurring cost estimates were
made by prorating memory cost according to the size of the programs
involved.

Table 7.3 uses failure-rate data together with estimates from Table 7.1 to
derive MTBF values for the conventionally-mwnitored and highly-monitored
configurations.

Figure 7.2 presents a gross picture of how monitoring level varies with
additional costs of implementing/incorporating the monitoring features.
Here it was assumed that the two extremes of the curves were the conven-
tionally-monitored and well-monitored configurations discussed above.
Progressing from conventionally-monitored to highly-r.nitored levels,
those features were added first which produced the most failure detection
for the least increased cost; thus causing the curves to steepen from left
to right.
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TABLE 7.2

INCREMENTAL COST OF SELF-CHECKING TECHNIQUES

CAPS-4 PROCESSOR

TECHNIQUE ESTIMATED RECURRING ESTIMATED
COST PER SELF-CHECKING NON-RECURRING
TECHNIQUE EFFORT

(MAN MONTHS)

Memory Sum Checks $26 (30 words) 0.5 AVAILABLE

A/D, D/A loop close & AT
constant-voltage checks $60 0.2 LITTLE

........ _ _OR

Minimum instruction tests $170 (200 words) 1.5 NO COST
+ done check

Xfr buss timeout, stacklimit Currently implemented - -
overflow, go-to, etc.

Software task monitcr $350 (400 words) 4 AVAI LABLE
Hardware pattern monitor* $150 1.3 AT

Redundant Memory* $350 (400 words) ADDITIONAL
1000 Mem cost 2 COST
400 Interface

Check words $85 (100 words) 0.9

*Not needed in microprocessor monitor approach.
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Again it should be emphasized that much of the above data concerning
monitoring effectiveness was obtained intuitively, therefore evaluation
of a finalized system should involve a thorough inspection of specific
fail ure-mode information.

3
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7.4 Software Reliability

Although software reliability is of growing concern to those involved
in software engineering, the nature and frequency of software "failures"
are not nearly as well understood as the corresponding hardware discipline.
According to a receiut study by TRW, software errors in design outnumber
coding errors almost 2:1. Whereas most coding errors are found before
acceptance testing, the vast majority of design errors are discovered during

or after acceptance testing. It would seem that bugs remaining in mature
programs would be due either to incomplete testing of the program or to
unanticipated "stress" (unexpected state of the environment or the program),
or to insufficient specification, understanding or communication of the
program's required function.

Consider the problem of software fault monitoring and placing a quanti-
tative measure on the effectiveness of such monitoring. Although some
of the methods discussed in 7.2 above will certainly detect some software
failures, it is very difficult to identify failure modes for software
a priori. On the other hand, since there is no theoretical upper limit
on the attainable software reliability (i.e., software devoid of bugs
would have an infinite MTBF) the real concern should be with methods of
producing more reliable software. To this end, software engineering
researchers are reconmending ideas such as the following:

a) Use of high-level languages

b) Structured programming techniques

c) Top-dawn design

d) Thorough debugging

e) Limitations on module size

f) Self-metric techniques

This discussion concludes with a brief note about what level of software
reliability might initially be expected, using an extrapolation of data
gathered by Miyamoto. 1

The referenced article describes measured MTBF for mature software (i.e.,
after acceptance testing) of 396.5 hours for a program roughly equivalent
to 197,000 16-bit words. I

Assuming failure rate to be directly proportional to program size allows
the following speculation to be made concerning potential software
reliability for 16K software:

Software MTBF = 396.5 x 197K/16K = 4800 hours.

1. Ref. 18 40



The conventional and high monitoring levels might detect 5% and 20%,
respectively, of the (strictly) software bugs. This would lead to
the following estimated improvements in (undetected) failure rate,
stated here only in terms of MTBUF:

Conventionally - monitored: software MTBUF = 5000 hours

Highly - monitored: software MTBUF = 6000 hours

7.5 Use of a Microprocessor as a Monitor

The highly-monitored configuration discussed in Section 7.3 included
a hardware pattern monitor external to the processor. If the hardware
pattern monitor is replaced by a microprocessor, fig. 7.3, several
benefits result:

1. Probable cost saving with respect to hardware pattern monitor
approach. Can tradeoff deletion of hardware pattern monitor
and redundant memory computation (Tables 7.1 & 7.2) against
additional cost of microprocessor.

2. Flexibility.

a. Could provide red-line monitor function

b. Could provide backup autopilot function

c. Could be a low-speed parallel computation channel with
threshold checking

3. Could add tests as FMEA show necessary

4. Design could be streamlined if microprocessor shared a common
high-level language with main processor

The microprocessor approach would provide some additional failure detection:

1. Some software checking and some I/O checking would be inherent

2. On-line verification of the monitor microprocessor by the main
processor (i.e., cross-checking) would be possible.

The microprocessor approach looks appealing from both cost and capability
viewpoints, and is recommended for the highly-monitored digital flight
computer.
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8.0 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION CANDIDATES

It is shown via fault analysis in Appendix A that fail-operative sets of
both sensors and servos are required to satisfy the FCS reliability re-
quirements. It is then reasonable to generate system configurations by
fixing the sensors and servo configurations and varying the inner-compu-
tation architecture.

There are two basic inner-computation architectures:

A. A fixed fail-operative set of inner-loop control computations.
Outer-loop guidance computation redundancy and monitoring are
varied.

B. Inner and outer-loop computations are combined in individual
units. Redundancy and internal monitoring of the units are
varied.

The second architecture, B, was selected for the redundancy study. A was
discarded because it appeared on the surface to be more costly than B for
the minimum configurations. An implementation of A would typically require
three sets of analog computations, most likely packaged in three separate
units. A minimum configuration of B, on the other hand, would require
only two units. Time did not permit, unfortunately, in-depth analysis of A.

Five system configuration candidates were generated from the basic archi-
tecture of B. Starting with a fail-operational set of sensors and servos,
flight computer redundancy, flight computer monitoring levels, auxiliary
redline monitoring, and backup equipment were varied to generate the
candidates, as shown in Fig. 8.1.

8.1 Configuration Components

A list of representative equipment from which the five candidates were
constructed is shown in Table 8.1. State-of-the-art off-the-shelf equip-
ment was selected when possible. New designs were selected only when
off-the-shelf equipment was not adaptable.

I'I
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8.1.1 Sensors

Triple vertical gyros, rate gyros, and accelerometers were used in the
study to generate a fail-operative set, since these sensors are tradi-
tionally not highly-monitored. Pitch and roll rates are derived from
the respective attitude signals within the flight computer(s). Yaw
rate is supplied by triple rate gyros for the yaw SAS and runway align-
ment computations.

Dual air data computers, compass systems, MLS receivers, and radio alti-
meters were selected. The MLS receivers and radar altimeters are of
autoland quality and are highly self-monitored. Dual CADC and compass
systems were selected, even though they are less than perfectly monitored
Occasional undetected failures occurring in these sensors would not be
catastrophic and could be accommodated by the RO.

Dual two-way narrow-band APQ-3 data link systems were selected for trans-
mission of down-link telemetry and up-link autopilot steering commands.

8.1.2 Flight Computers

Two digital flight computers (DFC's) with different in-line monitoring
levels were designated as study variables. A conventionally monitored
computer was chosen to represent a standard off-the-shelf digital com-
puter with a nominal in-line monitoring level of 75%. The other computer
represents a computer designed to have the highest leve, of monitoring
practically attainable. This level is estimated to be 95%. The term
"flight computer" used in this study includes a digital processor and an
aircraft systems coupler (ASC) all within one package. The desirability
of a digital implementation for the flight computer has been shcwn in
Section 6 above.

The flight computers provide both the autopilot and mission navigation
computations for the Compass Cone FCS. The autopilot computations includ
a basic remote stick-steering c-)ntrol, various cruise modes, and auto-
matic takeoff and recovery (autoland) guidance. The navigation computa-
tions include the various station-keeping and mission guidance, as well
as preprograrmed alternate-recovery guidance for execution in the event
of total loss of data link. Bu'*t-in test (BIT), sensor interfacing, and
non-FCS redline monitoring are fIso important flight computer functions.
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8.1.2.1 The Conventionally-Monitored Computer

A monitoring level (percent of hardware failures detected) of 75%
was felt to be attainable for "free" in a standard off-the-shelf
digital flight computer. A Collins computer utilizing a CAPS-4
processor was selected for purposes of the redundancy study. The
CAPS-4 is a stack-oriented microprogrammed machine with a speed of
approximately 300 KOPS. A 16K-word core memory (16-bit word length)
was assumed. The internal compu~ter architecture is shown in Fig. 8.2.

8.1.2.2 The Highly-Monitored Computer

As discussed in Section 7.3, a relatively high monitoring level of
95% may be designed into a machine Cur amazingly small additional
cost (5%). Furthermore, if a separate microprocessor is used to
perform the required hardware pattern monitoring external to the
main CPU, it becomes an independent processor available for other
limited tasks. This requires, of course, a free-running I/O (ASC)
to allow data flow independent of the main CPU and transfer bus.

Thus the configuration of 8.3 was chosen for the highly-monitored
digital flight computer. Besides performing the required hardware
pattern monitoring, the internal microprocessor performs red-line
monitor and simple backup autopilot computer tasks. As discussed
in Section 7.6, the red-line monitor can detect, in most cases,
the effects of undetected processor hardware failures and software
problems by monitoring aircraft performance. The red-line monitor
switches the DFC output to a simple backup autopilot control.
The backup control, because of limited microprocessor capacity,
can be no more than barit: attitude hold modified by up-link commands.
The backup must also include a fixed-pitch go-around for problems
occurring during auto recovery.
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8.1.3 Servos

Dual in-line monitored electro-mechanical servos were selected
for each of the control surface and throttle servos in the candidate
systems. Both torque summing and alternate-engage switching
configurations were considered. The latter configuration is favored.

The servo fault analysis in Appendix A justifies the need for fail-
operative servos. All control surfaces, except for DLC and
throttle, were considered flight critical. A single in-line
monitored servo would thus be adequate for DLC. Dual servos were
selected for DLC, however, for reasons of symmetry. The servo
complement is shown in the Candidate Shipset Diagram, Fig. 8.1.
Time did not permit consideration of both hydraulic and electro-
mechanical control-surface servos. Consequently, only the latter
were considered.

As shown in Fig. 8.4, each dual servo channel is implemented with a
single servo motor driven by dual servo amplifiers with dual tach
feedbacks. Redundant cross-channel comparators provide the
required in-line monitoring. Five control channels (pitch, roll,yaw,
DLC, and throttle) are packaged in a single servo amplifier LRU.

Two side-to-side servo coupling techniques were considered. Fig. 8.4
shows an alternate-engage switching technique in which each servo
is coupled directly to the control surface via its own engage
clutch. Only one clutch may be engaged at a time, servo 1 being
normally engaged and driving. When a failure occurs in servo 1,
servo 2 engages and servo 1 disengages.

Fig. 8.5 shows another technique which employs torque summing via
a mechanical differential. Since both servos are normally engaged,
and driving, crosschannel equalization is required.

Both techniques have deficiencies, but the alternate-engage
technique is preferred because of its lower cost. Crossfeeding
comparator logic to drive the other-side clutch imposes safety
problems in the alternate-engage configuration. Single failul.es
must be precluded from prematurely engaging servo 2 while servo I
is engaged, thereby causing a fighting situation and an eventual
double servo disconnect. Similarly, care must be taken in the
torque-summing configuration to preclude crossfeeding of failures
via the equalization crossfeeds.

The alternate-engage configuration does not have voters and a
mechanical differential and, consequently, is less expensive.

8.1.4 Sensor Interface

Fault analysis in Appendix A shows that zrossfeeding of sensor
outputs into the flight computers is required, except in the
case of dual sensors into dual flight computers. It is further
shown that only in the case of triple sensors driving triple
computers should sensor data be processed and crossfed between
computers in digital form. In all other cases, raw sensor data
crossfeeding is preferred.
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8.1.5 Servo Interface & Equalization

A fault analysis can show that crossfeeding of servo commands
is required in a triplex system and desirable, but not required,
in a dual-computer system. As discussed in Appendix A, however,
equalization considerations force crossfeeding in the dual.
Once the need for crossfeeding has been established, voting is
shown to be a preferred technique. In the triplex system, voting
must be implemented downstream of the DFC's in analog hardware
located in the servo amplifier LRU's. In the dual systems,
voting can be more economically implemented in the DFC's in software.

8.1.6 Independent Red-Line Monitor

An independent device which monitors aircraft performance can
detect the effects of undetected failures before vehicle
performance deteriorates excessively. An independent red line
monitor box was defined for those configuration candidates
which do not contain red-line monitors within their flight
computers. A 3/8 ATR short package weighing 8 pounds was
estimated for the monitor.

A suggested functional diagram is shown in Fig. 8.6. The predictor
continually predicts vehicle performance based on current vehicle
states. In cruise, for example, attitude rates can be used to
predict potentially-excessive vehicle attitudes. In recovery,
MLS and radar-altitude information can be added to the prediction
algorithm to predict vehicle touchdown point. A performance-
window generator provides a set of acceptable performance values
which are compared with the predicted set. An out-of-window pre-
diction alerts the RO and automatically switches the appropriate
servos to a backup autopilot computer.

It was felt that a microprocessor would be the most cost effective
implementation, provided monitor sophistication remains relatively
low. Recovery mode will be the most demanding. The closer to
touchdown the monitor is expected to perform, the more sophisticated
the prediction algorithm, since the normal "tightening-up" of the
landing maneuver makes it harder to distinguish nominal from
abnormal performance.

One might argue that implementing a red-line monitor with a
digital processor makes the monitor susceptible to all of the
same digital processor anomalies it is expected to detect.
A red-line monitor will detect the effects of:

a. Undetected DFC hardware failures

b. Software algorithm problems

The monitor can detect DFC hardware failures no matter how
implemented, since it monitors vehicle performance. Since the
microprocessor can be a different machine than the DFC CPU and
will contain an altogether different software package, software
problems will not occur simultaneously in Doth processors. Thus
it is felt that a microprocessor implementation is quite safe.
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Because of the system importance of a red line monitor, the
red-line monitor, itself, should be well monitored. For this
reason, dual sets of sensor inputs are desirable, as shown in
Fig. 8.6. A failure of the red-line monitor must immediately
alert the RO.
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8.1.7 Backup Analog Flight Computer

A manual-mode backup analog flight computer function is shown
in the redundancy study fault analysis to be a requirement.
For those configurations which do not contain well-monitored
DFC's with internal backup autopilot computations, an independent
backup must be provided. A minimum analog backup computer
has been defined and could be packaged in a 10-pound 1/2 ATR
short box. The computer would provide pitch, roll, yaw, and
throttle channels of computations.

A block diagram of a backup flight computer is shown in Fig. 8.7.
Sophisticated modes, like autoland, are not required. Only
those modes necessary to allow the RO to remotely fly and land
the vehicle are provided. These include:

a. Control-stick steering with data link tie-in. Vehicle
attitude is maintained until modified remotely by the RO.
The computer can accept pitch and roll commands from either
up link.

b. Yaw SAS with turn coordination. Yaw rate damping with a
aileron-to-rudder coordination feed. In runway alignment
a heading-hold mode will, most likely, be required, which
will thus require a heading input from the compass system
and an up link tie-in.

c. Throttle. Either remote manual throttle position or throttle-
rate command via up link.

d. Go-Around. Fixed pitch command in pitch and wings-level in
rl. T-

More exotic modes could be added to minimize RO workload during
manual takeover, space permittingwithin the backup computer.

8.2 Definition of Candidates

Starting with a fail-operational set of sensors and servos
(Section 8.1), a progession of configuration candidates can
be generated in order of increasing complexity by adding flight
computers and monitoring.

8.2.1 Configuration A

The simplest system imaginable is a single conventionally-
monitored DFC with & single backup analog computer, configuration
8.8. The set of sensors are voted within the DFC. No red-line
monitoring is provided. Reversin to the backup autopilot
computer occurs solely on command of the DFC in-line monitor.
Since the monitoring level is estimated to be only 75%, 25% of
DFC hardware failurs and software problems are transmitted
directly undetected to the servos.

The backup autopilot computer is fed from the middle vertical
gyro and rate gyro and both up-link systems.
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8.2.2 Configuration B

If an independent red-line monitor is added to Configuration A
to catch these otherwise undetected hardware and possible software
problems, Configuration B results, 8.9. Reversion to the backup
now occurs on command of either the DFC in-line monitor or the
red-line monitor.

The small cost and wight penalty increases the system totals
to $219K and 378 lbs, respectively.

Sensor interfacing with the down links can be provided by the
DFC and red-line monitor, the #1 sensors interfacing via the
DFC and #2 sensors via the red-line monitor.

8.2.3 Configuration C

Intuitively, Configurations A and B would seem to be deficient
in takeoff and recovery phases, where manual takeover is often
unsuccessful and higher computer redundancy would be desirable
to provide additional automatic capability. Accordingly, a
second modestly-monitored DFC is added to Configuration B to
yield Configuration C, 8.10. Total system cost and weights for
this configuration are estimated to be $279K and 413 lbs,
respectively.

In this configuration, only red-line monitor trips cause reversion
to the backup computer. The DFC in-line monitors cause output
voter reconfiguration and remove the filed DFC output from the
servo inputs.

The available symmetry permits each DFC to interface its-side
sensors with its-side data link. Maximum use is made of t'.e
free-wheeling I/O within each DFC to minimize dependence of
down-link telemetry on DFC status.

8.2.4 Configuration D

If highly-monitored DFC's are substituted for the modestly-
monitored DFC's of Configuration C, the independent red-line
monitor !nd backup autopilot computer may be combined within
the DFC's internal microprocessor, as discussed above. This
configuration of dual highly-monitored DFC's is defined as
Configuration D, 8.11. The system cost and weight for this
configuration are estimated to be $269K and 395 lbs, respectively,
a reduction of $10K and 18 lbs, respectively, from Configuration C.

The servo command outputs are voted in software within each
DFC before outputing to the servos, as in Configuration C.
The required servo command crossfeeds can be digital. Down-link
interfacing is identical to Configuration C.
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8.2.5 Configrto

Configuration E, 8.12, is a triplex 
system built around three conven-

tionally-monitored DFC's. 
It is not a pure-ttiplex configuration,

since the servos and several sensors 
are dual in-line monitored.

It approximates, however, the 
triplex FCS configuration. currently

being proposed for transport 
aircraft autoland application. 

No

backup analog computers or red-line 
monitors exist in Configuration

E. E provides a means of evaluating 
the reliability of a

transport triplex configuration. 
The cost and weight of E are

$323K and 430 bs , respectively, the most expensive 
and heaviest

of the five candidates.

The outputs of the three DFC's 
are crossfed, compared, and 

voted

in analog form downstream in 
the servos. This configuration,

however, allows all DFC hardware failures to be detected 
- a

significant advantage over the 
dual-computer configurations,

where only up to 95% of the hardware failures 
are detectable by

in-line monitoring. It, conversely, reduces the monitoring-

level requirements on its DFC's. 
This configuration, however,

cannot accommodate software problems, 
should they occur. A red-

line monitor and backup computer 
would have to be added if software

was considered a potential failure 
mode.

Down-link interfacing is provided 
by the two outside DFC's. Triplex

sensors are crossfed between 
DFC's in digital form to reduce 

1/0

requirements.
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9.0 FAULT ANALYSIS RESULTS

This section discusses the results of the failure analysis. The details
of the fault analysis, including the fault trees and the probability
equations, are included in Appendix B.

9.1 Fault Analysis Summary

The definitions of the system configurations that were used in this study were
given in Section 9. Table 9.1 contains a cost/weight/probability comparison
chart. The hardware costs were tabulated from the unit prices given in
Table 8.1 and the hardware units required for each configuration.

The data for the probability of a vehicle loss due to an FCS failure is
taken from the results of the calculations in Appendix B. For the sake of
brevity in the ensuing discussion, the term probability of vehicle loss is
meant to mean the probability of vehicle loss due to an FCS failure (or a
combination of FCS failures).

The probability of vehicle loss for the entire flight given in Table 9.1 is
almost totally due to the probability of loss during the cruise phase of the
mission. Except for configuration A, the probabilities of loss for the
entire flight fall within 5% (actually 3.5%) of 0.0020. The significance
of this is discussed in the following section.

The probability-of-loss values for takeoff and for recovery tend to follow
the redundancy and monitoring levels of the various configurations. There
is a definite observable variation in the probability-of-loss values.

The similarity of the entire-flight-loss probability values does not give any
basis of selection between the various systems. It is recommended that the
takeoff and recovery data be used for comparison purposes. The control
system configuration does play an important part in their makeup. If a
recommendation were to be made based on the data in Table 9.1, it would be
either configuration B or configuration D. The final selection would depend
upon the emphasis placed on the recovery probability. Though costing 25%
more than configuration B, configuration D exhibits an order-of-magnitude
better recovery reliability.

9.2 FCS Probability-of-Loss Discussion

The data link, sensors, and servos for all of the candidate configurations
are the same. Only the digital flight computer redundancy, the redline
monitors, and the backup hardware change. The extent to which the DFC's
are self monitored also enters in the probability-of-loss considerations.

As stated above, the probability of vehicle loss for the entire flight is
due almost exclusively to the cruise loss. The takeoff and recovery loss
probabilities add less than 0.2% to the entire-flight-loss probability.

In the fault analysis of appendix B, the data link probability includes the
loss of the flight critical sensors. Besides being required for automatic
flight control, the remote operator requires these sensors for assessing
vehicle operation. The sensors are not crossfed to the down link. If one
flight-critical sensor and the opposite data link fails, the remote operator
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does not have the data necessary to monitor the flight. In this case it
has been assumed that ultimately the vehicle would be lost. Sensor failures
that degrade down-link monitoring by the remote operator are included in the
data link system failure rates.

For all the configurationsexcept for configuration A, the data link and sen-
sors in cruise account for more than 94% of the vehicle losses. The loss
probability due to these items alone is 0.00191 failures/flight. To show the
effect of the data link and the vertical gyro on the probability of loss, a
data link with a 2.5:1 improved MTBF and a vertical gyro with a 2:1 improved
MTBF were considered. Both of these improvements are possible within the
state of the art for these devices, although there may be a cost and weight
penalty. With these improvements, the probability of loss due to the data
link and sensors is 0.00047 failures/flight. This is a 4:1 improvement in
the cruise loss probability. Improved data link and sensor reliability
should, therefore, definitely be a subject area for further study.

9.3 In-Line Monitoring of a Digital Processor

In a system fault analysis, processor hardware and software can be treated
as two independent failure sources. Undetected failures in either can be
extremely serious in a flight control system. Cross-channel monitoring
downstream of the processors can catch hardware failures not detected by the
in-line monitors, but software bugs generally defy detection.

A 75% level of in-line monitoring is achievable in a digital flight computer
essentially for free. A relatively high level of 95% can be achieved at small
extra cost. Assurance of perfect monitoring, however, is limited by the
ability to anticipate all possible failure modes. If a microprocessor is
used to perform the monitoring function within a digital flight computer, its
excess capability may be used for red-line monitor and simple backup auto-
pilot functions.

9.4 In-Line vs. Red-line Monitoring

Several important differences between in-line and red-line monitoring tech-
niques are worth noting:

a. A high-level in-line monitor can detect hardware failures closer to
touchdown in the recovery phase than a red-line monitor.

b. A red-line monitor, in many cases, can catch the effects of soft-
ware bugs, whereas an in-line monitor cannot.

c. A red-line monitor, in many cases, can detect hardware failures
not detected by in-line monitoring.

9.5 Effect of Software Reliability

Software Failures were considered in this study. Their effect is shown in
the data in Appendix B. In a multiple-processor system, a software problem
can affect all processors at the same time if the same programs are used.
Systems that utilize a redline monitor are not as susceptible to such failures
because the redline monitor is assumed to have separate and independent soft-
ware. Table 9.2 shows the effect of such software failures. For the calcu-
lations, a failure rate of 210 x 10-6 failures/hour was used for the software.
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This is probably not a realistic value, but it does show the susceptibility
of the various configurations to such failures. Comparison of Tables 9.2
and 9.3 shows, as would be expected, that configurations A and E which do not
have redline monitors are most affected by the software failure. It is felt
that, although software failures will probably not be as bad as used in the
example, this is a potential problem area that should not be overlooked in
future considerations.

9.6 Probability of Mission Abort Discussion

The mission abort probabilities were calculated over the period from takeoff

through cruise. The exposure time used is 23 hours. A failure during the
last hour of the mission was not considered to be an abort.

A mission abort was considered to be necessary if any sensor, servo, data
link or digital flight computer (DFC) unit fails. The combined failure (to
cause an abort) probabilities of the sensors, servos and data links is 0.1270
aborts-due-to-failures/hour and is the same for all five configurations. The
DFC units of the various configurations only increase this probability by 14%
or less. In fact, sensor failures account for 45 to 50 percent of the mission
aborts. The data link failures account for 32 to 35% of the mission aborts.
It is obvious that in order to improve the mission abort probability, the
sensors and data link are prime areas for improvement.

Using a more reliable vertical gyro (250 x 10-6 failures/hour) and data link
(400 x 10-6 failures/hour) improve the mission abort probability by about 30%.

All the mission abort probabilities tabulated in Table 9.1 exceed the target
probability of 0.034 aborts/flight. Another non-trivial assumption that makes
the abort probability as good as it is that the MLS receivers and the radio
altimeters are not powered above 10,000 feet MSL. This reduces the exposure
time of these units. More importantly, the failure rate of these is much
greater if they are required to operate in ambient conditions above 10,000
feet.
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10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Several topics are suggested for further study. These topics either
became apparant during the course of the study or were treated super-
ficially because of time limitations. The topics include:

1. Software-Reliability Assessment - The redundancy study has shown
the susuptibility of certain configurations to software "bugs"
which defy detection by normal in-line monitoring techniques.
Very little software reliability data is available in the literature.
The data that was found and used to test system software error
susceptibility is felt to be exceedingly pessimistic. Consequently,
to derive loss rates that are quantitatively meaningful, a software
reliability program should be initiated. From the data a more mean-
ingful software MTBF could be derived.

2. Sensor/Data - Link Reliability Improvement - The study has shown
that the probability of vehicle loss for the Compass Cope is high
and very sensitive to sensor and data-link system reliabilities.
Of the sensors, the vertical gyros are the most offensive with
their low MTBF of 2000 hours. A study should be undertaken to
explore subst;tuting a hi-grade commercial gyro with its typically
higher reliability, for the military 9000-C gyro. Similarly, a data
link reliability improvement program should be conducted.

3. Sensor Simplification - A study should be initiated to determine
7 the computing capability of the digital flight computers could
simlify the sensor requirements. For example, some of the functions
of the air data computers might be performed within the DFC's,
permitting less-expensive air data computers,

4. Hydraulic ServoInvestigation - Time did not permit consideration
of both electro-mechanical and hydraulic control-surface servos,
though the need for fail-operative servo redundancy was established.
Consequently, a search for potentially-suitable hydraulic actuators
should be initiated, followed by a tradeoff study with electro-
mechanical servos.

5. Mission Abort Improvement - The probabilities of mission abort for
all of the redundancy configurations are high and exceed the
suggested target values. Baring a marked improvement in individual
system component reliabilities, it would appear that a significantly
lower mission-abort rate for the Compass Cope FCS is inconsistent
with the redundancy levels required. Given the unusually long
mission duration of Cope, a redefinition of the normal mission abort
groundrules might be in order. For example, is it reasonable to
score as an abort a vertical gyro failure in the 20th hour of a
24- hour mission? For safety reasons, however, such a failure should
scrap a mission, since FCS redundancy would then be less than nominal.
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6. Investigate Effects of Less-than-Perfect Ground and In-F light
Verification Tests - To facilitate the fault analysis perfect (100%)
pre-flight verification of the entire FCS were assumed to preclude
latent faults within the system prior to takeoff and recovery phases.
This is unrealistic, and the fault analysis ought to be modified to
reflect realistic test levels.

7. Quantify the Civil Airspace Hazard - Vehicle loss rates, alone, do
not assess the potential damage to life and property apart from the
vehicle itself. A method for deriving hazard probabilities was dis-
cussed in Section 3.0. No quantitative data suitable for defining
a hazard requirement was found. It is suggested, therefore, that a
study be initiated to obtain such data.
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APPENDIX A

SENSOR & SERVO REDUNDANCY REQUIREMENTS

NEED FOR FAIL-OPERATIVE SENSORS

A single complement of sensors is inadequate. Consider a group of
sensors necessary for cruise: a vertical gyro, a CADC and a rate
gyro. The combined failure rate for these sensors is 7.95 x 10-4

failures/hour. Thus the probability of a sensor failure during a
24 hour flight is 0.0191 failures per flight, or almost 2 failures
in 100 flights. This rate of failure is not acceptable. Using
dual unmonitored sensors provides a fail-soft capability, but does
not improve (and actually degrades) the system reliability. A
sensor disagreement can be detected, but which of the two sensors
has failed cannot be easily determined and re-engagement of the
failed sensor could be catastrophic.

In the case of inline monitored sensors, only two are required be-
cause the inline monitoring flags the sensor that has failed. For un-
monitored sensors, three are necessary before any failure rate improve-
ment benefits are effected. Witii three sensors it takes two sensor
failures before the sytem is not operable.

With the above sensor cnmplement (assuming triple sensors) the
failure rate for a 2 out of 3 failure is 6.32 x 107- failures/hour.
The probability of this occurring during a 24 hour flight is 0.000364
failures per flight. This is an acceptable failure rate, whereas the
0.0191 failure rate for single sensors is not acceptable.

JUSTIFICATION FOR SENSOR CROSSFEEDING

General

For the following discussions assume that the dual sensors are 100%
inline monitored and the triplex sensors are not monitored. Considerthe system configuraticns in the following table:

System Configurations

Configuration Sensor ComputationNumber Redundancy Channels

1 2 1

2 2 2

3 2 3

4 3 1

5 3 2

6 3 3
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From a topological point of view it is obvious that the sensors ir

configuration 1 and 4 must be crossfed into the one computation

channel in order to be utilized. In configuration 3, crossfeeding of

the sensors is necessary for the third channel. To keep the compu-

tation channels all the same for this configuration, it is necessary

to crossfeed the sensors to the other channels as well. This keeps

the different versions of the hardware units to a minimum. Thus it

remains to show that configurations 2, 5, and 6 require crossfeeding.

For the following disucssion use a combination of several sensors

(vertical gyro, rate gyro, CADC) to form a hypothetical sensor. See

the section on the "Need for Fail-Operative Sensors" for more detail.

Let the failure rate for this hypothetical sensor be Xs, where

Xs = 7.95 x lO-4 failures/hour

Assume the failure rate for the computation channel to be

Xc = 2.50 x 10-4 failures/hour

Let the exposure time, T, be 24 hours.

It is also assumed that outputs of the computations (input to the

servo amplifiers) are cross channel monitored.

CONFIGURATION 2

For configuration 2 there are two possible ways to connect the sensors.

Configuration 2a
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Configgration 2b

The probability of a total system failure for Configuration 2a can
be written as:

PETOTAL FA/LURE JJJ S.-PcPC] P$ [ -

The cross feeding of the sensors in Configuration 2b eliminates the
cross channel failures due to one sensor and the opposite computation
channel. The probability of failure for Configuration 2b is:

P [otA L. FA11-Uvr] - P'Isl + P-Ec]

The failure rate for Configuration 2b is a 38% improvement over that
for 2a. Sensor crossfeeding is an obvious benefit to this configuration
in cruise, but not a requirement.

Repeating the analysis for the recovery phase, the probability of a
total system failure for Configuration 2a similarly becomes:
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K[TOTAL A wj. 2 f l '

which is<< the target of 21 x l0-. With crossfeeding

P [Total Failure] = .00164 x 10- 6

a 33% improvement. Crossfeeding is, again, a benefit, but not a
requirement during the recovery phase.

CONFIGURATION 5

For configuration 5 there are two ways to crossfeed three sensors
into two computation channels.

Configuration 5a

SI 1l C1I

S2 C2

Configuration 5b
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Configuration 5a crossfeeds the third sensor only. However, if the
crossfeed sensor fails, both channels are not useable because the
remaining sensors are not monitored. The probability of a failure
for this configuration is given as:

KETOTA FA ILjUiQ& P{5,j P[5,3]+ PES 3] +P[C,]PEC~j

+ )0 E 'I ?P~ Ls ". PLc1J

This failure rate is not acceptable.

Configuration 5b crossfeeds all three sensors. This eliminates the
single sensor falure problem.

P[~TorAL FAILURE] et P [S ]-t r[s,] P[&-3] + P[s',] P[S,3]

r r t1) 'Id'

The need for complete sensor crossfeeding in Configuration 5 is

obvious from the above numbers.

CONFIGURATION 6

Configuration 6 has three ways that three sensors can be used with

three computations. These are shown below!

SI C2

S3  C3

Cvnfiuration 6a
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53 C3

Configuration 6b S

5 3 C3

Configuration 6c

Configuration 6a is not able to cross compare the sensors. Only
the outputs of the computations are cross compared. Sensor failures
are only detected by the computation output comparators.

PCT'T AI. ~edi~,C ioLs-1 PLSJ] +P~s[SP J ±P[S1 PL&a]

1- S~ PIC']~ P~C tPC PLC,]

- /.ctAW--3 per
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Configuration 6b uses a limited crossfeed of the sensors, thus certain
cross channel failures can be tolerated.

P [TOTrAL FAIuji. P[S1] t'1~ 1- ~s. P1153] 4- PU~S,.] PUs.4

+ P[c,] PLc,] P[c 3] + p Ls,3 ,3 EC -3
+ Pr. ES3PE c, I+P[ s.31 P[c )

PLS] + [C LcD *

4 1.3 x/~ oer y

Configuration 6c crossfeeds all three sensors to all three computation

channels. Thus, all cross channel failures are eliminated.

P[TOTAL FAJIL 0 RE> sA 5  -r +i A 3 -r.3

-_ .O /opr~ 4'1(I+

Configuration 3b has a 31% higher probability of failure per flight
than does Configuration 3c.

Summa ry.

A review of the numbers for the configurations using three unmonitored
sensors shows that crossfeeding is necessary in order to keep the
failures per flight within acceptable bounds. There is only the case,
configuration 2, where the need for sensor crossfeeding is not apparent.
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SENSOR INTERFACING

This section addresses the method of crossfeeding sE~nso. data into

the flight computers.

Dual Sensors

In general, crossfeeding dual sensors with digital crossfeeds between
flight computers is unsafe. It is difficult to process and convert
raw sensor data in a flight computer without increasing the potential
for undetected failures in the sensor path.

C2

DIGITAL CROSSFEEDING OF DUAL SENSORS

Fortunately the need for crossfeeding in the case of dual sensors
feeding dual computers, configuration 2, has not been established. In
the case of dual sensors feeding triple computers, configuration 3,symmetry makes digital crossfeeding undesirable.

Triple Sensors

Crossfeeding has been shown to be necessary in the triple-sensorconfigurations, 5b and 6c. In the case of triple sensors into triplecomputers, 6c, digital crossfeeding between computers is definitelycost effective. The number of synchro buffers and power normalizers
associated with the vertical gyro inputs, for example, can be
reduceduce from 18 to 6 on a system basis.
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Digital X-Feeds

DIGITAL CROSSFEEDING OF TRIPLE
SENSORS

In the case of triple sensors into dual computers the cost advantage
of digital crossfeeding is not obvious. The saving in sensor I/O is
overcome by the additional complexity of digital crossfeeding
circuitry.

Sensor Voting

Once crossfeeding of sensors is established, voting becomes desirable
for reasons discussed below under Servo Voting. Sensor voting can
be accomplished in software at low cost per voted set.

DISCUSSION ON THE NEED FOR FAIL OPERATIVE SERVOS

The servo (including the servo amplifier) considered for this study has
a failure rate of 75 x 10 -6 failures/hour. A single servo on a 24
hour flight would have a failure probability of 0.00180 failures/flight.

There are four flight-critical control channels: pitch, roll, yaw and
power. If each of these channels has only one servo, the probability
of a loss due to a servo failure during a flight becomes 0.0072. This
probability of failure is too large (the target probability is 0.0017
failures/flight.)

The proposed servo is a fully in-line monitored unit. Using two

servos per channel will provide a fail(operative capability. The
probability of failure of one flight-critical channel that uses dual
servos is 3.24 x 10-0 failures/flight. For the four flight-cfitical
channels this becomes 1.296 x l0- failures/flight.

Servo Command Crossfeeding

For the system configuration that has three computation channels to
drive the two servos, it is obvious that crossfeeding of the servo
commands is necessary to utilize the three computations.
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Crossfeeding of dual channel computations into dual servos is not so
obvious. Consider the figure below:

SCl SvO1

I r
I I

Sensors Computations I Servos

LI

Dual Computations and Servos

For this case consider that the sensors, computations and servos
are 100% in.-line monitored. From the section on The Need for Fail
Operative Sensors, use the composite sensor failure rate of
As = 7.95 x 10 4 failu es/hour and the computation channel failure
rate of xc = 2.5 x 10- failures/hour. As stated in the previous
section, the failure rate of the servo is A = 75 x 10 failures/
hour. The flight time per mission is 24 hoUR.

If the servo commands are not crossfed, the total system failure rate
can be calculated to be:

PITOTAL FAILL eEj=(AsI' t^r % -i i/kA~av -r

Crossfeeding the servo commands (the dashed lines in the figure)
eliminates the cross channel failures.

P[TQ-rAL FAltvil k' T +A jt+L oT
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There is only a 14% improvenment in the failures per flight as a
result of crossfeeding the servo commands. The need for crossfeeding
the servo commands is not necessary from the failure rate analysis.
However, other considerations discussed elsewhere may show a need for
crosseeeding the servo command in this configuration.

Servo Interfacing - Command Switching vs. Voting

Triple Computers

Two techniques can provide tracking autopilot commands to the down-
stream servos - switching and voting, as shown in Fig. A-I. At a
modest cost penalty, triplex analog voters can provide superior hard-
ware rejection and a lower nuisance disconnect rate. Voters do not
require the cross-channel comparators to reject hardovers, but only

to reconfigure the voters following the first failure. Consequently,
the comparators can operate significantly slower than in the command-
switching scheme.

Since the computations implemented within the DFC's will contain for-
ward-path integrators in some modes, equalization must be provided to
preclude autopilot command divergence. An equalization signal can
be generated by voting the triple autopilot commands in each DFC, Fig.
A-i. This voting can be performed in software. The same algorithm
used for sensor voting can be used for equalization.

Dual Computers

Autopilot coninand crossfeeding is not required from a fault analysis
standpoint, as discussed above. Depending on the servo configuration,
however, the commands must be forced to track. Additionally, equali-
zation is required. Since software output voters can be added to the
DFC's at negligible cost, both improved command tracking and an equali-
zation means can be obtained, Fig. A-2. The equalization feed must be
broken, appropriately, to avoid cross-contamination when one DFC fails.
it is recognized that, in some cases, cross-contamination cannot be
avoided. However, this event can be handled like an undetected hardware
failure and can be caught with redline monitoring.
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SERVO INTERFACE
COMMAND SWITCHING VS. VOTING, TRIPLE COMPUTERS

FIG. A-i
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APPENDIX B

DETAILED FAULT ANALYSIS

The detailed fault trees used to generate the various vehicle-loss
probabilities for Configurations B, C, D, and E are included in this
appendix. Configuration A is just a subset of Configuration B. The
fault trees are self explanatory and include the fault probabilities
for the various branches. A definition of mnemonics is included.

The example started in Section 5 for vehicle loss in recovery is
discussed in detail for Configuration D.
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITION OF MNEMONICS

A/P Autopilot

DG Directional Gyro (Compass System)

D/L Data Link

FCILC Flight Critical Inner Loop Control

FGC Flight Guidance Computations (Same as Digital
Flight Computer for configurations chosen)

FGCD Detected Failures of the FGC

FGCU Undetected Failures of the FGC

GA Go-Around

hc Critical Altitude (50 ft)

MLS Microwave Landing System Receiver

R/L Redline Monitor

RA Radio Altimeter

REC Recovery Phase

RO Remote Operator

SOFT Software

SVO Servo

T/O Takeoff Phase

VG Vertical Gyro
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APPENDIX B

DETAILED FAULT ANALYSIS OF

CONFIGURATION D,

RECOVERY PHASE

The fault trees are generated from the top down. The failure pro-
babilities are then calculated from. the bottom up.

[[COVfIC 1 O5:5] P[I/A LO~ 0,5 I- PL'FALr n-;e E- r 11,AA.VC

+ PLAC IL C FA7L5+ Pf 6UhIA Ahr- FA IIj

The data link loss includes not only the data link, but the sensors
necessary for the remote operator to assess the safe operation of the
vehicle. The hazardous faults for P [D/L Loss] are listed in the
following equation:

+ P E L G 1] p[rDLr 2] + r[/I 0 v ] + p[ D L =- ivs P'.

+ PI VG .Ij PJIVG 1] 4- LD4 17 P[VG I.J + P[:r/. 21 PLvG 1]

+P[3a/, '§7 P[.D/1- S]

Since all No. 1 units are the same as the No. 2 units, the above
equation can be rewritten:

P[:DL . S]_- P" !)e: + V P[w/Lj P()&]
+P'Ef A] .-IP[ /i-] P[RA J

+ PEv&J + I E -P[III] PEV63

PT D/L 5
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However,

P[A]= A.AT

where AA is the failure rate and T is the exposure time. Thus the
equation becomes:

P_ [1j LO5JA)cA)t ? .D Lt

+L5 4-1> A~,kO +A' t2Av&A:D,+L +L)T

Using the values from the Table 8-1 in Section 8, this equation

becomes:

P[ )/,. L 0-S5] -

The recovery phase from 1500 feet altitude to the end of the rollout
takes 0.0409 hours (See Section 4). Using this exposure time the
probability of vehicle loss due to a data link loss is

P[.i/L s -) = 6,75 pe r

The fault free performance value used for this study was 5 x 10-8
failures per flight.

The P [Recovery LosU due to FCILC failures is comprised of those
failures that occur below 6, and those that occur above h. . f

any two servos fail in any one of the four flight-critical controls,
a vehicle loss occurs above or below hc.

Below hc if both computers fail detected, both internal microprocessors
must also fail before a loss occurs, since either computer can perform
a go-around. If either computer fails undetected, a loss occurs. If a
software failure is considered, it is common to both computers and then
a single failure causes a loss.I
Putting this into equation form with T = 0.0068 gives

P[I,:CILC +IT +A

+ AoF.- TP

6per
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Without software failures this becomes

P[FCILC )iJ- l..S I - 7 Failure/Flight (No SoftwareFailIures )

Other than the software failure, the next largest factor in this
probability is the unmonitored DFC failures.

Above h the redline monitor can detect the unmonitored DFC hardware
failures and the software failures, give warning to the remote operator,
and the RO can then assume control. The redline monitor cannot help
in the event of servo failures. Above h the equation becomes

FGC.

Note that with the redline monitor only the servo failures contribute
to any significant failure rate.

Guidance failures are also separated into those below k and above
kc, Above k,, the remote operator can assume control and below
h a go-around can be initiated for a detected failure. The equation
for this can be written from the diagram in the same manner as for
the FCILC failures.

6= 1. , lo-' per -;I,

Combining all of these terms neglecting software failures gives:

P[K'Acovel LoS37 P[.D/L 4.0S] + PfF=*] + Free Pel OtrMO. e]

- PE=C/LC . ls]+ P[G&A~ P-4.1 ~s]

A 10,7S.5AI 4- (I.TS A Io-7+2.bat " )

+

4( K 7  per
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It is interesting to note that the biggest factors in this result
are the control low fault free performance and the FCICC failures
below A.-

If the software failure rate is included the recovery loss is about
8 times worse or about 1.64 x 10-6 failures/flight.
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF NON-RECURRING

PLANNING ESTIMATES

As requested by the Statement of Work, the one-time costs associated
with the hardware design and system integration are derived below for
the five configuration candidates. These costs are estimates and
should be used only for planning and relative comparison of candidate
configurations.

The configuration candidates defined and evaluated in the body of the
report were built from an equipment list of both off-the-shelf and new,
as yet undesigned, equipment. The non-recurring totals for each candi-
date, therefore, include new equipment design and production start-up
costs and system engineering costs. The system engineering task includes
sensor/servo selection, equipment integration, and program management.
Control-law development and detailed failure mode and effect analysis,
as require-d A - r atego III autoland certification, are not included.

Similarly, data preparation is omitted.

Syst. Eg,, neering_ + m,4

Sensor Selection 57K
Servo Selection 57K
System Integration 115K
Program Management 57K

$286K

New Equipment Design Estimates

Conventional ly-Moni tored DFC
Hardware Development 255K,
Software Development 174K
Misc. Expense* 153K

$582K

Highly-Monitored DFC
Hardware Development 277K
Software Development 189K
Misc. Expense* 166K

$632K

Analog Flight Computer
Hardware Development 232K
Misc. Expense* 139K

$371K
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

New Equipment (Continued)

Independent Red-line Monitor
Hardware Development 232K
Software Development 196K
Misc. Expense* 139K

$567K

Servo Amplifier
Hardware Development 56K
Misc. Expense* 34K

$ 90K

*Includes production collateral support, qual. test, reliability

and maintainability expense. Does not include data.
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

Total Non-Recurring Estimates by Configuration

Configuration A
Servo Amplifier Development 90K
Analog Flight Computer Development 371K
Conventionally-Moritored DFC Develop-

ment 582K
System Engineering 286K

$1329K

Configuration B
Configuration A Non-Recurring Costs 1329K
Independent Red-line Monitor Devel-

opment 567K

$1896K

Configuration C
Same as Configuration B $1896K

Configuration D
Servo Amplifier Development 90K
Highly-Monitored DFC Development 632K
System Engineering 286K

$1008K

Configuration E
Servo Amplifier Development 90K
Conventionally-Monitored DFC

Development 582K
System Engineering 286K

$ 958K
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APPENDIX D

AIRCRAFT LOSS DATA1

1973

U. S. AIR CARRIERS, ALL OPERATIONS

Hours Flown 6.5 x 1O6

Total Losses 7

Landing Losses 5

Takeoff Losses 1

Loss Rate 1.076 x 10-6 hr-1

Fraction Landing Losses 0.714

Fraction Takeoff Losses 0.143

1References 11 and 12.
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

GENERAL AVIATION, ALL OPERATIONS

Hours Flown 
30 x 106

Total Losses 1102

Landing Losses 
256

Takeoff Losses 
169

Loss Rate 
36.7 x 10

6 hr-1

Fraction Landing Losses 
0.232

Fraction Takeoff Losses 
0.153

110
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